
Hire, Develop and Retain
the Right Talent for Your Company’s Stage

of Analytics Evolution

In this highly competitive market, companies across industries strive to improve
efficiency in their contact centers by focusing on three critical areas: cutting costs,
increasing revenue, and delivering superior customer experience. Expectations have
been raised - these are, in fact, the “ticket to entry”.

The most forward-thinking companies are doing even more, using analytics to evolve
the business.

As these organizations leverage analytics as a distinguishing competitive advantage, it
is critical for them to understand their current stage of analytics evolution, and their
ultimate aspiration.

Stages of Analytics Evolution
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In this dynamic environment where analytics tools and technology serve as a
foundation for analytics-driven services, organizations must ensure that they hire,
develop and retain the right analytics talent not only for their current business, but also
for the “future state”.

THIS EVOLUTION TAKES TALENT – AND THE RIGHT TALENT.

To remain competitive and to evolve, an organization must assess their analytics
talent, whether in-house or within their service provider, with these topics in mind:

Visioning the Future: What is this
leader’s vision for the future state of
analytics as a driver of business change?
How is that vision communicated?

Capability/Practice Development:
Does he/she bring the requisite
technical expertise and credibility to
build/expand analytics capability? What
is the balance between thought
leadership and commercial orientation?

Business Development/Internal
Selling: How has this leader developed
opportunities to leverage analytics to
expand existing client relationships
(internally or externally)?

Change Management: How have they
systematically led, engaged, and
energized the organization through
large-scale change efforts? What is the
approach to aligning the changes to the
broader organizational strategy?

Client Delivery: In what ways has this
individual partnered with clients to drive
measurable improvements in
performance, productivity, and cost
management?

Team Leadership: Can this individual
effectively recruit and retain the
technical talent required to build our
capability? Have they demonstrated the
ability to reach “across the aisle” to
effectively lead non-technical resources?

To take advantage of the above mentioned market dynamics, companies must look
for new analytics talent or develop their existing talent.

This talent exists and is excited about these types of opportunities.

It is our belief that the companies who seize this opportunity to upgrade their
analytics teams will come out on top of this cycle.
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